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ABSTRACT 

Pollution of the environment globally is due to improper disposal of waste generated by human activities. 

At SiwdoKokompe in Cape Coast, automobile mechanics and automobile electricians wrongly dispose 

dirty waste automobile engine oil and waste battery acid respectively into their surrounding environment. 

This result to degrading the environment (Fosu Lagoon). Qualitative and quantitative data was obtained 

through the administering of about forty technical structured questionnaires and interviews to substantiate 

conclusion and recommendations.Conclusively, it was revealed that these workers have totally polluted 

the environment and as such suggestions are made for immediate as well as effective remedy. 
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INTRODUCTION  

Environmental destruction in any form is assuming alarming rate worldwide and itsdevastating effect on 

the human race is also escalating. Society is unfortunately not fully aware of the dangerousrepercussions 

of pollution leading to destruction of the environment. This pollution is mainly due to wrongly domestic 

waste disposal as well as (industrial) maintenance waste disposal. The objective of this article is to 

determine the causesof polluting the environment (land) at SiwdoKokompe at Cape Coast by automobile 

mechanics and electricians as well as to suggest possible solutions for the pollution. Thus,the purpose of 

this article is to do detail investigation as to the nature and mode of disposal of automobile engine oil and 

automobile battery acid into the surrounding environment at SiwdoKokompe.These workers do pure 

maintenance work as a result dispose dirty dangerous engine oil and acid from batteries into the 

surrounding environment at SiwdoKokompe. The quantity of automobile dirty engine oil and automobile 

battery acid (pollutants) that directly or indirectly enters the Fosu Lagoon is sufficient enough for serious 

aquatic destruction. The working environment of these maintenance workers is absolutely polluted with 

dirty automobile engine oil and discarded automobile battery acid. The grounds where they work is 

heavily soaked with these pollutants. As a result during the periods of rains, there is a direct wash of such 

pollutants into the Fosu Lagoon. During day time sunshine,thereis excessive evaporation of some of the 

elements of this pollutant into the atmosphere resulting to air pollution 

REVIEWD LITERATURE 

History and location of Siwdo-Kokompe 

Automobile artisans working on all aspects of automobiles were formally located at the present day Ewim 

Nurses Flats at Kotokoraba in Cape Coast of the Central Regional Capital. At that time the area has seen 

springing up of cluster of workshops for craftsmen who do various types of repairs and services on 

automobiles. At this location there were shops selling everything on automobiles. These craftsmen or 

artisans consist of automobile electricians, sprayers, vulcanizers, welders (gas and arch) and mechanics. 

These workers were relocated in the year 1968 to their present premises at Siwdo-Kokompe to pave way 

for the construction of the Ewim Nurses Flats. The Siwdo-Kokompe cluster of artisans is located between 

the Adisadel Estate and the Robert Mensah Sport Stadium, thus on the right side of the John Mensah 

Sarbah dual carriage road when going to the stadium from the Pedu Junction. 
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Initially a little over 40 shops were found at Siwdo-Kokompe but now more than 200 shops can be seen at 

the place including machine shops, wind screen repairs shops, upholstery shops, blacksmith shops and 

iron casting shops. Light and heavy duty automobile mechanics as well as specialized mechanics 

including automobile gear box specialist, carburetor specialist, among others are at SiwdoKokompe. On 

the average, about three hundred vehicles visit Siwdo-Kokompe on daily basis for all types of repairs. The 

activities at Siwdo-Kokompe is said to be the main factor for the pollution of the Fosu Lagoon. These 

activities are spraying, automobile electrical works, automobile mechanical works, welding and 

fabricating, vulcanizing,blacksmith works, among others. 

Automobile mechanic practices at Siwdo-Kokompe 

Mechanically, the automobile consist of many different parts that work together to provide motion. The 

basic components of the automobile are the engine, chassis, drive train and body. Servicing of 

automobiles as done at Siwdo-Kokompe involves the repair and maintenance activities. Automobiles 

function effectively if they are regularly maintained. The mechanical aspect of automobile maintenance 

practice involves the care and up-keeping of the mechanical parts according to schedules. These 

procedures or activities are oil and filter changes, belts and hoses replacement, tune – ups, lubrication, 

among others. The repairs involve re-fixing of new parts, boltsand nuts, among others. 

The automobile  

Mechanically, the automobile consist of many different parts that work together to provide motion. The 

social function of the automobile is conveying of goods and people. The basic assemblies of automobile 

consist of: 

Engine  

Chassis 

Driver train (brake, clutch, suspension and steering systems) 

Body 

 

The engine  

The engine provides power which is transferred into motion through series of parts known as drive trains. 

The engine also functions by converting chemical energy to mechanical energy for motion. The most 

common type of engine in automobiles is the internal combustion engine. Thus for this type of engine, the 

combustion process (burning of air – fuel mixture) takes place exclusively in the combustion chamber. 

This engine is also the reciprocating piston type and consists mainly of the following components: 
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Carburetor  

Injector  

Motors 

Pumps value springs 

Piston/piston rings  

Crank shaft 

Drive shaft 

 

Carburetor  

The carburetor is a device on the automobile that enriches gas by combining gas with fuel for combustion 

internally. The basic circuits of the carburetor are float, idle and speed accelerator, pumps, main metering 

enrichment and choke. The float circuit contains a float bowl which serves as reservoir for fuel. The 

constant level of fuel needed to supply the engine during operation is in this bowl. Depending on the fuel 

consumption, a needle valve opens to allow the flow of fuel into the bowl. Idling refers to engine 

operation without the acceleration padel being depressed. Also enrichment circuit moves a metering rod 

or tapered needle to allow more fuel to be drawn through the line metering circuit. The choke plate is a 

valve located on top of the carburetor bore that ensures enough supply of vapourize fuel for starting and 

warming-up purposes when the engine is cold leading to fuel condensation. Manufactures have given 

modern carburetors additional devices such as temperature – controlled devices, fuel  bowl vent, altitude 

– compensation valve, throttle return dashpot, vacuum vent, throttle positioned solenoid and electronic 

control devices to solve problems of fuel economy as well as emission control. Metering is the act of 

adding specific required volumes (metered) of fuel to the air steam passing through the barrel of the 

carburetor. Some factors that influence this metering are engine temperature, load and speed. The process 

of making the fuel into droplets is known as atomization. These tiny droplets of fuel are converted from 

the liquid state to the vapour state by the process of vapourization. The automobile mechanics at Siwdo 

perform the following preventive maintenance on carburetors.  

Filters replacement 

Leakage checks  

Cleaning  

Choke adjustment or replacement  

The common carburetor problems that these mechanics normally solve are: 
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Flooding   

Driverability 

Lack of fuel in carburetor  

Gummy automobile choke  

The driverability problems are dieseling, detonation, stalling, rough idle, cutting out, hesitation, surging, 

sponginess, missing and poor gas mileage. Fuel leakage normally occurs between connections of the 

carburetor and external parts. Parts may crack or distort due to improper over tightening of screws and 

clips.Chokes are service by spraying with carburetor spray cleaners and observing the fuel flow vent as 

the engine is cranked for fuel to gush out of vent. These problems are solve by these mechanics by 

removing the air horn, inspecting, cleaning, replacing the needle valve, float part and accelerator pumps 

as well as properly reinstalling the air horn. At Siwdo, over hauling by these mechanics involves the 

following procedures below: 

Carburetor identification 

Disconnecting attachment  

Carburetor removal  

Cleaning and inspection  

Carburetor disassembly  

Parts and leakage of hoses, tubes and fuel replacement 

 

Fuel injection  

The main advantages of the fuel injectors over the carburetors are:  

Increase volumetric efficiency (correct air fuel ratio) 

More efficient combustion  

Efficient load 

Better fuel economy  

More power 

Speed and temperature conditions.  

The tank’s connection lines are similar or the same as those of carbureting system. Diaphragm, rotary, 

roller and turbine pumps are the common types of pumps use to transfer fuel. Fuel pressure regulator is 

use to maintain the required pressure for uniform spray from the injector with filters mounted in the 

injection system to eliminate contaminants. Electronics control module (ECM) or electronic control unit 

(ECU) is mounted at areas on the vehicles where there is no heat or vibration. The ECM receives signals 
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from sensors on the engine so as to determine timing and amount of fuel to be injected. The amount to 

inject is input to the computer and signal from the sensor. Selective sensors also provide information to 

the computer about battery voltage, emission control, temperatures, throttle speed and engine load. The 

computer is programmed as a control system to issue commands to solve such problems. Injectors control 

fuel inflow into the combustion chamber by opening and closing within milliseconds. Fundamentally, 

preventive maintenance for fuel injection systems includes adjustment checks, repairs and replacements 

where appropriate.  

The automobile mechanics check for the following: 

Fuel and air leaks  

Loose, corroded or grounded electrical connections  

Loose, broken, cracked, kinked or disconnected vacuum hoses  

Loose or improperly supported fuel rail and injectors  

Dirty fuel and air filters  

In-correct idle speed and mixture. 

Hoses, electrical connections, filters, lines, rails and other components of injection system are subject to 

heat and pressure variations so they get dry, corroded, cracked and deteriorated. Modern advanced trouble 

shooting for fuel injection system is not common at Siwdo, but these automobile mechanics are able to 

solve some of the similar problems. 

 

Fuel system  

The fuel system consists of the following components: 

Fuel tank  

Connecting lines  

Fuel filter  

Fuel pump  

Air filter  

Fuel metering and atomization system 

The connecting lines consist of small diameter metal tubing and synthetic rubber hoses which connect the 

fuel tank to the pump. Where vibration results to cracks and bends, synthetic hoses are used instead of 

metallic pipes. Pumps, both electrical and mechanical are to draw fuel from the tank to supply to the 

carburetor or injection system. Fuel filters are located between the tank and injectors or carburetors to 

prevent contaminant passage. Also, contaminants in the air passage are remove by air filters.  Preventive 
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maintenance as done by these mechanics for fuel system involves checking, repairing, inspection and 

replacement. Leakage problems are at the following points: 

Filter cap  

Fuel tank  

Metals and synthetic rubber  

Vapour line  

Fuel pump  

Vapour canister  

Injection pump seals  

Intake manifold gasket 

Fuel neck connection to tank  

Fuel and vapour line connection  

Fuel filter  

Carburetor  

Fuel injection lines and injectors  

 

Lubricating system  

All parts and components that circulate fluid which reduce friction, wear and tear between all parts in 

contact are known as the lubrication system. Some parts of the engines where friction occurs are:  

Camshaft journals  

Camshaft lobes  

Piston and piston ring  

Cylinder walls 

Crank shafts  

Bearing  

There are two ways basically by which lubricant shortagesoccurs, thus by leakages and burning in the 

combustion chamber.  

Common points where leakages occur are: 

Oil pan gasket  

Crankshaft seals  

Oil pressure sending unit  

Timing covers, gasket and seal  
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Fuel pump gasket 

Distributor drive O-ring gasket  

The oil pan serves as the reservoir for the lubricant and has a drain plug below it. When the drain plug is 

removed the lubricant drains out. The lubricant oil filter helps in eliminating contaminants in the 

lubricating system.  

 

Cooling system  

The basic components or parts of cooling system of vehicles that normally come to Siwdo are: 

Coolant 

Radiator 

Water pump 

Fan 

Water jacket 

Thermostat 

Temperature warning systems  

Radiator pressure cap  

Coolant recovery systems  

Connecting hoses  

Heater coil  

Oil cooler  

To prevent acidic build up, rust, corrosion and electrolysis of cooling systems, a mixture of antifreeze 

(ethylenectycol) and water in their required proportions which forms the coolant mixture are use in the 

cooling systems. The radiator and its cooling fans are made of good conductors of heat such as brass, 

copper or aluminum that conducts the heat from the engine away. Water pumps are operated by belts (V 

belts) from electric motors. Cooling fans can be driven by electricity or by engine power. Electric fans, 

belt driven fans and viscous driven fans are fan types that are normally use to blow air over the radiator. 

The thermostat is a device that closes and opens in response to the heat of coolant to maintain stable 

temperature. 

Some other cooling system parts are: 

Drive belts 

Hoses 

Gaskets 
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Soft pugs  

These mechanics also do the following preventive maintenance: 

Flash old coolant and refill the system with fresh coolant. 

Check and repair leaks, replace drive belts and thermostat. 

Check coolant mixture strength. 

Cheek belt drivers 

Common areas of leakages for which these mechanics work are: 

Hoses  

Gaskets  

Radiator  

Heater core and heater control valve 

Water pump 

Soft plug 

Hoses (are made of rubber and cloth, so they deteriorate due to heat, vibration and vapours.) 

 

Engine servicing  

The automobile mechanics at Siwdo inspect, repair and replace the following:  

Mounting belts, studs and nuts  

Warm lubes  

Piston, piston rings and connecting rod 

Cylinder heads  

Valve seats  

Damaged valve train parts  

Warm rocker arms or rocker followers 

Broken valve springs 

Bent push rods 

Improper seated valve locks and retainers  

Missing or damaged valve stem seats 

Belts 
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Suspension system 

One of the main components of the suspension system are springs. These springs are located at the four 

corners of the automobile. Springs support the automobile frame, body, engine and drive train. Springs 

enable or aid shock absorbing, upward as well as downward motions. 

The common automobile springs are: 

Coil springs 

Torsion bars  

Air springs  

Leaf springs 

The device that works with the springs to control movements of the automobile body, axle and wheel are 

shock absorbers. There are four shock absorbers, each located at each corner of the automobile and there 

are also modern automatic control shock absorbers. Each of the wheel assemblies at the front have their 

separate or independent suspension systems. These suspension systems for modern automobiles are 

designed to allow each wheel to move up and down separately and are made of the following components 

given below: 

Control arms 

Wheel spindle 

Ball joint  

Stabilizer bars 

Maintenance of suspension systems mainly consist of lubrication and replacement of the parts mention 

above.  

 

Steering system  

The steering system consists of the following: 

Steering shaft  

Steering gears  

Steering linkage  

Steering wheels 

Extension from the steering gear box is the pitman arm and it transmits gear movement towards the front 

wheels. The relay rod or center link or drag link transmits steering movement towards the front wheels. 

The idler arm serves as a connection between the relay rod and the automobile frame and also supports 
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the relay rod end opposite to the pitman arm. The tyre rods assist in steering. The steering arm transmits 

movement to the turning wheels and is the last connection in the steering linkage system. 

Power steering is the situation where hydraulic pressure aids steering. The main components of power 

steering are: 

Pump  

Reservoir    

Hydraulic lines  

Special gear box 

The hydraulic fluid for the power steering system is stored in the reservoir and is pushed under pressure 

through pipes and hoses to the steering system. Excess is controlled by the relief valve. Maintenance of 

steering system as done by these mechanics involves lubrication, adjustment and replacement of all parts 

if appropriate.They also normally inspect areas around bushings, gear boxes, arms, ball joints, axles, 

mounting, among others. 

 

Brake system  

All types of braking systems have the following basic components: 

Brake fluid 

Master cylinder  

Brake lines  

Wheel cylinders  

Fraction material  

Stop light switch  

The master cylinder consists of the cylinder piston system which serves as a reservoir for brake fluid as 

well as force multiplying facility. The brake lines serve as channels for the flow of hydraulic brake fluid 

from the master cylinder to the wheel cylinders. These are the steel tubes and hoses. The wheel cylinders 

are the activators of the brake assemblies and they receive fluid pressure from the master cylinder.Thus 

this activation enables the automobile to stop. Asbestos is the common type of friction material or brake 

linings used. Asbestos is preferable use because it resists heat and friction. An alternative to the asbestos 

is fiberglass compound. In between the master cylinder and brake paddle, is fixed stop light switch. This 

switch is activated to illuminate the stop lights whenever the brake paddle moves downwards. 

Automobile brake systems are normally of two types namely disk brakes and drum brakes or both.Disk 

brakes use disk action and drum brakes use drum action while their combinations use both actions. 
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Servicing of brake systems as done by these automobile mechanics are toping and refilling the brake 

fluid, replacing of valves, disc, drum, hoses, pipes, rotor, shoe, calipers, bearings, bushings, seals, master 

cylinder as well as asbestos.  

 

Clutch system 

Clutch assembly enables drivers to disconnect or connect power from the engine to the transmission as 

well as to shift smoothly and to start the engine. This assembly is located between the transmission and 

engine and consists of the following parts: 

Flywheel 

Clutch disc 

Pressure plate assembly 

Throughout bearing  

Clutch assembly is housed in a bell shaped metal protective case known as bell housing except the 

linkage and paddle. The small shaped end of the bell housing is connected to the transmission housing 

whiles the large end to the lower part of the engine block. The flywheel rear surface is smooth which 

provides a good grip for effective clutch operation. Energy from the flywheel is sent to the transmission 

through the clutch or clutch plate. This disc or plate is made of steel, covered with friction material and is 

driven. The function of the pressure plate assembly is to press and release the clutch disc against the 

flywheel. The pressure plate is made of nodular iron. 

It is heavy and grips. The pressure plate assembly consists of cover, pressure plate release levers and 

springs. 

Maintenance of clutch assembly as done by the automobile mechanics at Siwdo involves lubrication, 

replacement and repair of the following parts: 

Flywheel  

Disc plate  

Drum  

Gasket  

Washers  

Shafts 

Cables  

Lines  

Towboat bearing  
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Push rod 

Clutch fork  

Pressure plate  

Springs  

 

Automobile battery 

Two sources of electrical energy for automobiles are the battery and alternator. During starting, the 

battery supplies current to the ignition system and starter motor. The alternator replaces the current use 

during starting and current needed by the electrical system. The battery also supplies the excess current 

needed to supplement that of the alternator. The automobile battery does not store electricity and current 

flows through it when a load is connected across it’s terminals. The automobile battery is constructed in 

such away that two dissimilar metal plates are inserted in an electrolyte. The electrolyte is a mixture of 

36% water and 64% sulphuric acid by weight. These dissimilar metal plates are separated by a porous 

separator strip or insulator. Many battery elements are connected to form a single battery cell. The 

dissimilar metals are the positive pole and the negative pole. The poles or terminals are connected across 

loads and electrons flow from the negative terminal to the positive terminal. The whole battery cells are 

enclosed in polyethylene battery case with small vents created at the top to allow gases to escape. The 

charging process as done by the automobile electricians at Siwdo-Kokompe in Cape Coast involves 

connecting a source of direct current of electricity to the battery terminals. Factors which shorten the life 

span of the battery are, remaining in a discharged state over a long period of time, deep discharging and 

charging cycles, dirt and acid build up, inadequate charging, overcharging, movement, physical damage, 

extremely cold and hot temperatures, improper proportions of acid and water in electrolyte, corroded 

terminal connections and loose battery connections.One cell of battery produces 2.1 volts of electricity. 

Automobile battery servicing  

Preventive maintenance of the automobile battery as done by the automobile electricians at Siwdo-

Kokompe at Cape Coast consists of the following major services: 

Visual inspection 

Instrument testing  

Removal and cleaning 
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Replacement, reconnection and protection of terminals. 

Visual inspection by the automobile electricians at Siwdo is normally simple and involves eye 

examination or checking for bulging or cracked case or cover, physically damaged case or cover, leakage, 

corrosion on battery terminals and damps, terminal tightness, holding devices tightness, battery cable 

insulation condition as well as proper electrolyte. 

Instrument testing of automobile battery using hydrometer as done by the electricians at Siwdo-Kokompe 

involves measuring of relative specific gravity and electrolyte temperature. The two other electrical 

testing devices that these electricians use are the voltmeter and the battery load tester. 

The electricians use these devices to measure electrolyte temperature with corresponding voltages, current 

and resistances. Before the electricians clean the battery,they remove all terminal connections. They also 

use baking soda-water solution to clean all the terminals. 

METHODOLOGY 

The Cape Coast Metropolis in particular and the Central Region of Ghana in general has a large cluster of 

automobile mechanics and automobile electricians at SiwdoKokompe. This was why the author chose 

SiwdoKokompefor data collection in order to have substantive, relatively accurate as well as general data 

to validate the conclusion and recommendations. Furthermore, quantitative and qualitative datawas obtain 

through administering of questionnaires madeof technical structures, open and close ended questions 

which reflect on professional composition of the conclusion and recommendations. Also this data 

collection and analysis was the best means of throwing more light on the problems and possible solutions 

of this environmental pollution. The target groups were the automobile mechanics and automobile 

electricians at Siwdo-Kokompe. In all about 40 questionnaires and interviews were administered to these 

maintenance workers which constitute about 98% of them. This data signifies the fact that collaborative 

measures are needed early to permanently solve this pollution problem.  
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AUTOMOBILE ELECTRICIANS 

TABLE 1 

SOURCE: AUTHORS FIELD WORK 2013 

 

SHOP 

NUMBER 

SHOP NAME LOCATION 

OF SHOP 

PLACE OF 

BATTERIES 

DISPOSAL 

NUMBER OF 

DISPOSALS 

PER WEEK 

NUMBER 

OF YEARS 

WORKING 

CCMA/SW/90 OSEI  KWAME  

ELECTRICAL WORKS 

SIWDO RECYCLE  0 6 

CCMA/SW 336 STEPHEN  ASSIFUAH 

AUTO ELECTRICAL 

SIWDO GROUND  TWO 4 

CCMA/SW 249 GOD DEY AUTO 

ELECTRICAL SHOP 

SIWDO RECYCLE 0 11 

CCMA/SW 133 KWAKU OFORI AUTO 

ELECTRICALS 

SIWDO RECYCLE ONCE  7 

 NYAME TSEASE 

AUTOELECTRICALS 

SIWDO RECYCLE 0 2 

CCMA/SW 389 YAW ANIMDANA 

AUTO ELECTRICALS 

SIWDO RECYCLE THREE 5 

CCMA/SW 319 PAA KWEI AUTO 

ELECTRICALS 

SIWDO GROUND FOUR  8 

CCMA/SW 95 TWO BROTHERS AUTO 

ELECTRICALS 

SIWDO GROUND THREE 10 

 EBENKWARTS 

ELECTRICALS 

SIWDO GROUND ONE 16 

CCMA/SW 295 ARNISTROG AUTO 

ELECTRICAL 

SIWDO RECYCLE 0 21 

CCMA/SW 158 UNCLE EBO AUTO 

ELECTRICAL 

SIWDO RECYCLE 2 10 

 ABU AUTO 

ELECTRICAL 

SIWDO RECYCLE 4 11 
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AUTOMOBILE MECHANICS 

TABLE 2  

SHOP 

NUMBER 

SHOP NAME SHOP 

LOCATION 

PLACE OF ENGINE 

DISPOSAL 

NUMBER OF 

YEARS 

WORKING 

CCMA/SW/88 
OFIR NYAME 

FITTING SHOP 

SIWDO CONTAINERS  14 

CCMA/SW 335 SHALOM FITTING 

SHOP 

SIWDO CONTAINERS 12 

CCMA/SW 116 EKYESO NYAME 

FITTING SHOP 

SIWDO GROUND 19 

CCMA/SW 215 NYAME NSA WOM 

FITTING SHOP 

SIWDO CONTAINERS 11 

 CHRISTIAN MOTORS SIWDO CONTAINERS 16 

 FOR US FITTING 

SHOP 

SIWDO CONTAINERS 11 

CCMA/SW 29 SOALA AND 

BROTHERS SHOP 

SIWDO GROUND 7 

CCMA/SW 212 KWEKU BADU 

FITTING SHOP 

SIWDO GROUND 12 

 MAWULS FITTING 

SHOP 

SIWDO CONTAINERS 40 

 YESU ADOM 

FITTING SHOP 

SIWDO GROUND 18 

CCMA/SW 335 SHALOM FITTING 

SHOP 

SIWDO CONTAINERS 12 

 OBENG BOAT 

VENTURES 

SIWDO CONTAINERS 12 

CCMA/SW 214 TONY MOTORS SIWDO CONTAINERS 40 

 YESU ADOM SIWDO GROUND 31 
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FITTING SHOP 

CCMA/SW 316 OPPONG FITTING 

SHOP 

SIWDO CONTAINERS 30 

CCMA/SW 153 MASTER RANSFORD 

FITTING SHOP 

SIWDO CONTAINERS 15 

 AMEEN FITTTING 

SHOP 

SIWDO GROUND 18 

 EKOW ACKON 

FITTING SHOP 

SIWDO CONTAINERS 33 

CCMA/SW 160 STEVO MOTORS SIWDO GROUND 25 

 MASTER RED 

MOTORS 

SIWDO GALONS 15 

CCMA/SW 327 KORF ENGINEERING 

SERVICE 

SIWDO GALONS 8 

CCMA/SW 347 SETO MOTORS SIWDO GROUND 12 

CCMA/SW 268 KWES PAUL 

WORKSHOP 

SIWDO GALONS 30 

CCMA/SW 137 NANA KWAME 

MECHANIC 

WORKSHOP 

SIWDO GALONS 4 

CCMA/SW 293 MR. KWABENA 

SHOP 

SIWDO GROUND 1½ 

CCMA/SW 175 NAME AND PEE 

MECHANIC SHOP 

SIWDO GROUND 15 

SOURCE: AUTHORS FIELD WORK 2013
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WORK PLACE OF AUTOMOBILE MECHANICS 

TABLE 3  

STATEMENT RESPONSE FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE 

CONDITION OF GROUND WORK 

PLACE OF AUTOMOBILE 

MECHANICS. 

 

EXCELLENT 

VERY GOOD 

GOOD 

POOR 

BAD 

 

0 

0 

11 

17 

0 

 

0 

0 

39.29 

60.71 

0 

 TOTAL = 28 100 

 

SOURCE: AUTHOR’S FIELD WORK 2013 

FIGURE 3 

 

SOURCE: AUTHORS FIELD WORK 2013 
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SPACE AVAILABILITY FOR AUTOMOBILE MECHANICS 

TABLE 4 

STATEMENT RESPONSE FREQENCY PERCENTAGE 

SPACE 

AVAILABILITY FOR 

WORK BY  

AUTOMOBILE 

MECHANICS 

EXCELLENT 

VERY GOOD 

GOOD 

POOR 

BAD 

2 

2 

10 

14 

0 

7.14 

7.14 

35.72 

50.00 

0 

 TOTAL = 28 100 

 

SOURCE: AUTHOR’S FIELD WORK 2013 

 

FIGURE 4 

 

SOURCE: AUTHOR’S FIELD WORK 2013 
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KNOWLEDGE LEVEL OF AUTOMOBILE MECHANICS 

TABLE 5 

STATEMENT RESPONSE FREQENCY PERCENTAGE 

LEVEL OF 

KNOWLEDGE OF 

AUTOMOBILE 

MECHANICS ABOUT 

THE POLLUTION 

THEY CREATE 

 

EXCELLENT 

VERY GOOD 

GOOD 

POOR 

BAD 

 

0 

2 

8 

18 

0 

 

0 

7.14 

28.57 

64.29 

0 

 TOTAL = 28 100 

SOURCE: AUTHOR’S FIELD WORK 2013 

FIGURE 5  

 

SOURCE: AUTHOR’S FIELD WORK 2013 
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HYGIENIC CONDITIONOF AUTOMOBILE MECHANICS 

TABLE 6 

STATEMENT RESPONSE FREQENCY PERCENTAGE 

HYGIENIC 

CONDITION OF 

WORK PLACE FOR 

MECHANICS 

EXCELLENT 

VERY GOOD 

GOOD 

POOR 

BAD 

0 

0 

17 

10 

1 

0 

0 

60.71 

35.71 

3.58 

 TOTAL = 28 100 

SOURCE: AUTHOR’S FIELD WORK 2013 

FIGURE 6 

 

SOURCE: AUTHOR’S FIELD WORK 2013 
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CONDITION OF WORK PLACE OF AUTOMOBILE ELECTRICIANS 

TABLE 7 

STATEMENT RESPONSE FREQENCY PERCENTAGE 

CONDITION OF 

GROUND WORK 

PLACE OF 

AUTOMOBILE 

ELECTRICIANS 

 

EXCELLENT 

VERY GOOD 

GOOD 

POOR 

BAD 

 

0 

1 

6 

5 

0 

 

0 

8.33 

50.00 

41.67 

0 

 TOTAL = 12 100 

 

SOURCE: AUTHOR’S FIELD WORK 2013 

FIGURE 7 

 

SOURCE: AUTHOR’S FIELD WORK 2013 
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KNOWLEDGE LEVEL OF AUTOMOBILE ELECTRICIANS ABOUT POLLUTION 

TABLE 8 

STATEMENT RESPONSE FREQENCY PERCENTAGE 

LEVEL OF 

KNOWLEDGE OF 

AUTOMOBILE 

ELECTRICIANS 

ABOUT THE 

POLLUTION THEY 

CAUSE 

 

EXCELLENT 

VERY GOOD 

GOOD 

POOR 

BAD 

 

0 

0 

3 

9 

0 

 

0 

0 

25.00 

75.00 

0 

 TOTAL = 12 100 

 

SOURCE: AUTHOR’S FIELD WORK 2013 

FIGURE 8 

 

SOURCE: AUTHOR’S FIELD WORK 2013 
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SPACE AVAILABILITY FOR AUTOMOBILE ELECTRICIANS 

TABLE 9 

STATEMENT RESPONSE FREQENCY PERCENTAGE 

SPACE 

AVAILABILITY FOR 

WORK FOR 

AUTOMOBILE 

ELECTRICIANS 

EXCELLENT 

VERY GOOD 

GOOD 

POOR 

BAD 

0 

1 

3 

8 

0 

0 

8.33 

25.00 

66.67 

0 

 TOTAL = 12 100 

 

SOURCE: AUTHOR’S FIELD WORK 2013 

FIGURE 9 

 

SOURCE: AUTHOR’S FIELD WORK 2013 
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HYGIENIC CONDITION OF AUTOMOBILE ELECTRICIANS. 

TABLE 10  

STATEMENT RESPONSE FREQENCY PERCENTAGE 

HYGIENIC 

CONDITION OF THE 

WORK PLACE OF 

AUTOMOBILE 

ELECTRICIANS 

EXCELLENT 

VERY GOOD 

GOOD 

POOR 

BAD 

0 

1 

8 

3 

0 

0 

8.33 

66.67 

25.00 

0 

 TOTAL = 12 100 

 

SOURCE: AUTHOR’S FIELD WORK 2013 

FIGURE 10 

 

SOURCE: AUTHOR’S FIELD WORK 2013 
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DISCUSSION OR ANALYSIS 

In accordance with the research data of table( 2) two, most of the useful dirty engine oil is poured into the 

surrounding environment. Those that are poured in containers are also finally poured on the ground of the 

working space as well as the surrounding environment. At table (3) three, 39.29% of the ground of 

working for the mechanics is good, 60.71% in poor condition with 0% in excellent, very good and bad 

conditions. Also at table (4) four, 50.00% of these automobile mechanics have poor space availability for 

working, 35.72% good space availability, 0% for bad space availability, with 7.14% each for excellent 

and very good space availability. Table (5) five shows that 64.29% of the automobile mechanics have 

poor knowledge of the effects of the pollution they create, 28.57% have good knowledge of their 

pollution effects, 7.14% have very good knowledge of their pollution effect whiles 0% of them have 

excellent and bad knowledge of the effects of the pollution they cause. At table (6) six, the hygienic 

condition of work places of the automobile mechanics score 60.71% good, 35.71% poor, 3.58% bad, 0% 

excellent and 0% very good. Table (7) seven indicates that the condition of ground work place for the 

automobile electricians is 41.67% poor, 50.00% good, 8.33% very good, 0% excellent and 0% bad. Table 

(8) eight shows that the level of awareness of pollution cause by the automobile electricians score 75.00% 

poor, 25.00% good, 0% excellent, 0% very good and 0% bad. Table (9) nine indicates that availability of 

space for these automobile electricians records 66.67% poor, 25.00% good, 8.33% very good, 0% each 

excellent and bad. 

CONCLUSION 

The author can firmly conclude that, the automobile mechanics and automobile electricians have 

completely polluted the environment at SiwdoKokompe. The pollutants are waste dirty automobile engine 

oil and waste automobile battery acid. The grounds where these maintenance workers work are heavily 

soiled with the pollutants. Most of these maintenance workers are not aware of the effects they cause by 

polluting the environment. The space available for their working is inadequate and the hygienic 

conditions of their work places are relatively poor. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

On the basis of the research made so far, the author deems it absolutely necessary to recommend that 

there must be collective brainstorming leading to the following suggestions given below: 
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 Effective education on the dangers of environment pollution for the automobile mechanics and 

automobile electricians. 

 Provision of large covered containers for the collection of the pollutants from these maintenance 

workers. 

 Establishment of effective cost sharing of the pollutants disposal. 

 Further investigation should be conducted to find out the dangerous chemical composition of the 

pollutants and the effects of such chemicals on the environment. 

 Establishment of effective monitoring of the above proposed methods of pollutant collection so 

that the methods do not fail. 

 Establishment of effective administrative structures that will enable the proposed methods of 

pollutant collection do not fail. 

 Proper reallocation so as to create enough working space for these workers. 

 Massive and intensive education on hygienic practices for these workers by health workers. 
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